Preparations to Reopen Church Campuses

Churches Adjusted and Mobilized

SBC of Virginia pastors, leaders, and churches have quickly adjusted and powerfully mobilized their Gospel influence in response to the COVID-19 crisis. Pastors have proclaimed the Gospel to thousands via online platforms, while some have developed drive-in worship services. Churches have mobilized to minister to communities and blessed others through blood drives, free meals, and random acts of kindness. We have chronicled many of these stories through our Not Alone Stories.

Churches Can Prepare

Conversations around the Commonwealth are now beginning to focus on what “reopening” church buildings and campuses should look like. Federal officials have issued their guidance on suggested phases for reopening. It appears state and local authorities will each determine what reopening looks like in our communities. We all are wondering when “stay-at-home” orders will be changed and what “phases” we will go through in reopening. Reopening will likely follow a “phase-in” approach with guidelines adjusting over time.

A Practical Conversation Guide

We have compiled “a practical conversation guide” to support and assist your local church. We will also seek to offer forums and foster communication among SBC of Virginia pastors and church leaders as you develop your reopening strategy. For starters, we have also included a few sample reopening plans. As your church develops your reopening plan we ask for you to email a copy to SBC of Virginia at NotAlone@sbcv.org so we can add it to a catalog of sample plans for other pastors and churches to reference. Our team will be working to strengthen churches and connect churches with best practices.

The Lord has done and is doing amazing work through His church. Souls are being saved, and lives are being changed – amid a pandemic! Thank you for your partnership in the Gospel. You are not alone!

Your brother in Christ,

BRIAN AUTRY

A conversation starter not a definitive document

Please allow this guide to support and assist your church or ministry. It is meant to start conversations in how to reopen facilities after federal, state, and local authorities have provided the opportunity to do so. It is not meant to be a definitive document. Of course, all SBC of Virginia churches are autonomous and are free to choose for themselves the best decisions based on the desire of the local congregation and the context of their community.

Transition to freely meeting in person

This resource covers the time between the drive-in and online-only era to when worship services can be held freely, as defined by local authorities. In other words, this guide takes into account that this is an ongoing process and any reopening may have to be done slowly, over many months.
Key words in reopening

To reopen effectively, three words come to the forefront: biblical, phase-in, and safe.

**Biblical:**
Churches must strive to maintain a Biblical expression of New Testament worship: this is not a question of whether or not a congregation should assemble, but how they will do so in the best interest of public health and testimony to its community.

**Phase-In:**
Church leaders should commit to making each service the best it can be while still submitting to the larger scope of wisdom. Phasing-in will not only help avoid gathering too soon but also not hold your church in this drive-in/online-only era for longer than needed but still not rushing the process.

**Safe:**
Recognize the possibility that in-person gatherings will look different. For the sake of health and life, consider each gathering needing to have a reduced capacity. This area will influence how you hold weekend worship, children’s and student ministry, and small groups.

What should our leadership be doing?

Gather prayerfully with your leadership team to navigate this time of transition. Evaluate how this crisis may continue to impact your community. Rally your leadership team around the church’s mission. Focus everyone around a mission that expresses who you are as a church. Consider:

1. **Communication:** Your church and community will appreciate hearing the steps you are taking to maintain clean and safe conditions on campus and a relevant ministry future.
   - How can we continue to improve on this procedure to better our communication?
   - What should we stop doing?
2. **Evaluate:** During this time, you have had to learn, relearn, and unlearn different things as a result of the restrictions. Many pastors report that God is using this time to cause more creative thinking about their ministries. Make a list of activities that will remain as you transition back to your public gathering. Ask questions like:
   - What has worked well for us during this time?
3. **Developing leaders:** Continue to use online resources to disciple the leadership to help in the transition and ministry after reopening.
4. **Change in responsibilities:** Consider changes needed to the church staff’s responsibilities to address new ministry needs.
5. **Updates to governing documents:** Review your governing documents and ensure they are in order so you can do business online.

How do we know we are doing this right?

1. **Consider local authorities:** Share ideas or plans with authorities in advance, ask for their input, and allow them to help you better understand the changing state and local guidelines.
2. **Avoid unilateral decisions:** Proverbs mentions over and over the wisdom of multiple counselors. This is a season to do the work of learning what is helpful to your congregation, what unifies the leadership of your church, and what encourages your community.
3. **Cooperate locally and nationally:** Understand the status of your local community and how COVID-19 has affected it. If businesses cannot open or are severely restricted, you may not want to hold a pre-COVID kind of worship gathering until restrictions are lifted.
Test drive before in-person

Test drive everything you do before you announce it. This enables church leaders to gain valuable feedback, learn how people will respond, and iron out best practices by inviting trusted people to experience the worship service. The concept applies to small groups as well.

**Test Drive Check List:**

1. Be legal and on the same page with local and national authorities to resume assembly.
2. Follow up-to-date social distancing guidelines (CDC Guidelines).
3. Start building your test teams right now in preparation for when local authorities allow.
4. Choose healthy, trustworthy families who represent a wide demographic to even consider those with talents to help with various aspects of corporate worship.
5. Invite 5-10 fewer people than the maximum permitted gathering size, allowing for unexpected guests to your service.
6. Attempt to run absolutely everything you are hoping to do, giving maximum value to your test drive.
7. Communicate your test run plans to the congregation.
8. Health screen all attendees and volunteers. A test drive service is a great chance to see what is helpful and possible. For instance, if group sizes are limited to 50, is it practical to ask all attendees to be screened before entering?
9. Learn as much as you can from attendees. Allow them to choose not to do something or to offer a better solution on the spot.
10. Do a follow-up Zoom meeting with your test drive group and learn what you need to know from them.

What are the methods of reopening?

1. **Drive-in church:** This is the safer model of reopening. Learn the pros, cons, and best practices of the drive-in church.
2. **Sign-up worship services:** This will limit the number of live worship services. In other words, authorities may limit the building capacity per service. Ask congregants and guests to sign up for one live service per month, or every other week (for a time). If needed, they can take turns between online and in-person worship services during this interim time. Do not forget to allow space for guests by registering fewer people (for each worship service) than the maximum allowed.
3. **Multiple gatherings during the week:** A church divides the number of congregants by the maximum legal gathering number and offers that amount of live worship services. Example: 150 regular attendees combined with a season of 50 maximum gathered would mean a church could offer 3-4 live services. Sign up less than the legal capacity to allow for guests.
4. **Utilize multiple methods:** Most churches should land on this decision. What the church lost in COVID was the ability to gather in-person, but it gained a renewed evangelistic emphasis. It is wise to nurture both aspects. This approach displays wisdom for at-risk individuals.
5. **Adult-only services:** This method asks parents to alternate worship attendance (naturally reducing attendance as one parent stays home with children) and holds off on the need to determine kids' ministry methods until it becomes clearer.
6. **Small groups live and corporate worship online:** Small- and medium-sized churches may decide for legally appropriate small groups or Bible studies to happen on campus. They continue online worship services. Home groups are an option, but leaders would have no way to ensure proper cleanliness.
7. **Online-only until 100% clear:** Take this approach if you are in a high-risk area, your community is still largely in a lockdown, or your local governing authorities have asked you to do so.
What are best practices for health safety?

1. **Medical professionals**: Work with medical professionals or county health department personnel to develop best practices related to the health of your guests. Determine point persons who will oversee and keep an eye on the basic health protocols over the next 2-6 months.

2. **Appropriate social distancing**: If the standard is 6 feet, follow it with the distance among your chairs.

3. **Screening volunteers**: Ask your team leaders and volunteers to document their health status before serving. View a good screening form. Make it clear those who may be affected by COVID-19 are better serving the congregation by staying home.

4. **Clean & clean again**: Do whatever it takes to ensure a clean building. Protocols should be implemented to reduce the spread of the virus on campus. Consider hiring a cleaning company or provide detailed checklists that must be accomplished before holding in-person gatherings and recruit volunteers or church staff.

5. **Provide COVID-19 protection**: Offer masks, gloves, and hand sanitizing stations throughout the building and at exits and entrances. Deploy cleaning teams while services are in progress, as well as before and after gatherings. Make sure to purchase enough supplies in advance of reopening.

6. **Screening attendees**: Implement the highest levels of health safety. It may or may not be appropriate to screen everyone coming into your building but should be considered.

7. **Encourage wisdom from at-risk groups**: Champion wise decisions and patience for those who are at-risk and might be hesitant to gather for other health reasons.

8. **Discourage personal contact**: It may be wise to discontinue meet and greet times in worship or be creative while maintaining social distancing (bonus: get a nice printed sign with welcome slogans for greeters to hold).

9. **Questions to ask**:
   - Are there medical professionals or county health department personnel you could work with to help develop best practices related to the health of your guests?
   - Who will provide campus “policing” of the protocols? More specifically, who will work under the authority of the pastor/elders to keep an eye on the basic health protocols for the next 2-6 months?
   - What ongoing (daily, weekly, monthly) cleaning protocols should be developed before meeting in-person?

How do we execute our online & physical services?

1. **All live**: Livestream every live gathering you produce. This is a good choice for churches with adequate equipment and experienced people. Churches can replay any of their services when they choose.

2. **Livestream & record**: If you have multiple live services, record the first service and replay it throughout the weekend on a predetermined schedule. This is a good choice for churches that have ample equipment but are limited in people.

3. **Separate live & streaming services**: Record a service during the week. Re-stream that service on a predetermined and advertised schedule over the weekend. Live services would be conducted separately and not streamed over the internet. This option is a good one for churches with limited equipment and where the same person is both producing the content and executing the technology needed for the service.
What are options for preschool, children’s, and student ministries?

1. **Continue online only:** Limiting worship services to the entire family, while ministering to children online during the week. This approach limits health concerns for children and allows parents or guardians to oversee them.

2. **Limited offerings:** Some churches may provide a limited and highly controlled preschool ministry during the worship service. This option allows preschoolers to attend in-person classes while parents are in corporate worship. The same can apply to children and students age-graded, in-person bible study. Or they may choose to attend with their parents.

3. **Offer ministry corresponding to school schedules:** Follow the flow and protocol of your public-school system. An advantage here is that a church will have access to teachers and school officials to learn best practices. Also, the community at large will already be comfortable and familiar with these decisions.

4. **Offer normal ministries, scaled for social distancing:** This could be an option for the future. Regular preschool, children’s, and student ministries could be started incrementally in compliance with approved assembly numbers. This is a good option if it complies with governmental standards and you have prepared for the highest level of health safety.

What about Bible studies and discipleship?

1. **Groups could be a safe regathering strategy:** This is a good short-term approach to avoid tensions with providing a safe corporate worship experience. On the backside of this method, be sure to include digital groups in your discipleship strategy.

2. **Groups can help you keep a pulse on the health of volunteers:** Well-screened groups could provide a better serving pool when the opportunity arises to reopen a campus at any level.

3. **Consider group health safety:** Groups on campus provide a unified standard of cleanliness as opposed to groups meeting at homes. Meeting on campus allows your church to control the cleanliness and health safety of meeting space.

4. **Start new groups:** Sunday School groups can get large. If you have space, consider starting another hour of Sunday School, or start new groups, to help people spread out.

How do we approach outreach?

1. **Deal with the obvious:** Let local issues help guide your effort to advance the Gospel in your community. Things like jobs, protective gear (masks), financial coaching, and food are all good starting places.

2. **Connect your online offerings to real-world needs:** Connect outreach to your ministry strategy. Invite everyone to your online service.

3. **Unleash smaller, screened, and well-coached teams:** If and when a decision is made to do local missions, start with trusted volunteers. You can always expand the opportunity to others after church leadership has a better handle on what should be done.
What adjustments should we be prepared to make?

1. **Lord’s Supper, baptisms, and choir:** Consider using self-contained juice and cracker cups at stations placed around the room where members could pick up on their way in to the service. Ask your leadership team to discuss other options to continue conducting believer’s baptism.

2. **Summer student activities:** Should you cancel or delay camps and VBS until later this summer? There are alternatives, like delaying VBS until August and using it as a big back-to-school event. Other churches are using the materials in backyard Bible clubs, which allow for smaller groups. LifeWay published resources on this very issue. Visit [https://vbs.lifeway.com/tag/coronavirus/](https://vbs.lifeway.com/tag/coronavirus/) to learn more.

3. **Special events:** Should we host weddings, funerals, revivals, dramas, children’s programs/choir, and Bible drills? Consider which ones will continue and which ones need to be postponed until the “all clear” is given.

4. **Coffee stations:** Coffee stations and coffee shop experiences may not be feasible at this time. Place tables and chairs in storage so people do not congregate within a couple of feet of one another.

5. **Volunteer numbers decreasing:** Plan and adjust to the possibility that some older or at-risk volunteers and families with young children may be nervous about returning until a vaccine or other treatment is readily available.

6. **Financial:** Develop a plan for reducing expenses if your church’s offerings do not rebound, or hold steady, due to rising unemployment in members. Financial questions to ask:
   - Can you project long-term trends on giving? What is the bottom-line impact of these giving trends?
   - Cleaning and contact efforts will be an ongoing expense that is most likely beyond current spending plans. How will you fund these required resources (donations of cleaning supplies, financial adjustments, etc.)?
   - What new ministry opportunities have you identified and what are the associated costs?
   - Have you led the church to consider the missionaries supported through the Cooperative Program, **Vision Virginia**, Lottie Moon Offering for International Missions, Annie Armstrong Offering for North American Missions, and others? These are real people called by God and sent by your church to minister in difficult places. They are trusting you and your church to hold the rope even in difficult times.
   - What creative things are you doing to help church members who have lost their jobs?
Reopening Checklist

1. Check with local municipalities and governing officials on the legality of the church reopening.
2. Develop a response plan for attendees who have contracted COVID-19 after attending a worship service. Also, develop a plan of response to those who show up with symptoms of sickness.
3. Consider hiring local law enforcement to help implement appropriate standards and maintain social distancing.
4. Test-drive any assembly with trusted church members before offering to the public.
5. Determine possible traffic patterns where COVID-19 could be easily passed. Consider providing a one-way traffic flow for pedestrians.
6. Social distancing: Set your worship centers to comply with current standards and develop an entrance or exit strategy for worship services that meet requirements.
7. Professionally and thoroughly clean your entire church campus to CDC standards.
8. Shampoo carpets and clean floors. Sanitize worship seating, door handles, light switches, and anything else usually touched by the hand.
9. Bathrooms: Either choose to communicate that bathrooms will be closed, or develop a plan for multiple cleanings before, between and after services.
10. Sanitize worship equipment: pianos, mics, drum sticks, in-ear monitor stations, and podiums. Remove hard copy Bibles and all print material from pews or church chairs.
11. Remove nonessential children’s ministry items. While children’s ministry will be among the last ministries to be implemented, keep the rooms as clean as possible. Consider closing these rooms. Prep volunteers to thoroughly clean between uses.
12. Implement drive-by giving, place a box in the back, or highlight online giving. Avoid passing the plate.
13. Develop signage asking attendees to refrain from physical contact.
14. Determine which volunteers must wear gloves and masks. Should all attendees be given gloves and masks?
15. Provide multiple hand-sanitizing stations inside and outside of the building.
16. Develop a plan for at-risk people (seniors and medically compromised) who decide to attend a worship service.
17. Communicate cleanliness and health expectations to all attendees. In communication, reserve the right to deny attendance.
18. Consider making a video to share with your church telling them what to expect their first Sunday back in the building. The video should outline traffic flow, seating guidelines, children and preschool expectations, etc. Emphasize safety! Think in terms of over-communicating the precautions you are taking as a church.
19. Move all printed materials to digital (i.e., worship bulletins).
20. Develop a digital plan for collecting information on guests and spiritual decisions.

Please note, this conversation guide offers suggestions and in no way should replace guidelines from government officials and health care professionals. Every local church is autonomous and must, therefore, make their own decisions about how to move forward to be the church, honor earthly authorities, and love their neighbors.
Appendix

As the SBC of Virginia receives more sample plans, they will be made available on our website: sbcv.org/reopen. Phases and terminology in sample plans are meant to be examples and given as conversation starters.

Sample Church Plan A

Introduction: The last time that Church A had an on-campus service was Sunday, March 15. Due to the spread of COVID-19 and the government social distancing restrictions that accompanied, SBC voluntarily suspended all on-campus services and activities beginning the week of March 16. As we look to the possibility of social distancing restrictions being lifted in a phased approach in the weeks and months ahead, this is a plan to consider how Church A may safely begin meeting together again in accordance with remaining social distancing restrictions. This plan was developed by consulting the White House Guidelines for Opening Up America Again.

Phase 0: Extreme Physical Distancing/ Stay At Home Order

- All on-campus services and activities remain suspended until Stay at Home Order is lifted and we enter Phase 1 of reopening.
- Continue to produce video sermons to be viewed via YouTube, Facebook, and DVD.
- Continue to host weekly congregational ZOOM meeting for singing, prayer, and fellowship.
- A weekly Bible study will be held via ZOOM.
- Send communication via email and letter.
- Utilize online giving and mailed checks for tithes and offerings.

Phase 1: Strict Physical Distancing

- All inside services and activities remain suspended for the length of Phase 1.
- When Phase 1 begins, we will begin holding an outdoor Sunday morning service at 9am. This service will continue for the duration of Phase 1.
  - Service will be on the backfield behind the church building,
  - The service will be limited to 1 hour to minimize the need for bathroom facilities.
- Those identified as especially vulnerable to COVID-19 should consider remaining in their vehicles. They will be able to hear the service through their FM radio or by rolling down their windows.
- Those choosing to participate in the service outside their cars should bring their own chair. A limited number of chairs will be available under the pavilion for those who may need them. Participants are also encouraged to use outdoor canopies to protect from the elements.
- Anyone outside their vehicle will be required to wear a face mask. Those leading the service will wear a face mask when they are not speaking or singing. Participants should bring their own face mask. A limited number of masks will be available for those who may not have one.
- All participants must maintain adequate social distancing of at least 6 feet apart. This requirement does not apply to family members of the same household.
- Hand sanitizer stations will be available.
- Restrooms will be available in case of an emergency.
- In the event of light rain, the service will go on. In the case of forecasted heavy rain, the service for that week will be canceled and a video message will be available via YouTube, Facebook, and DVD.
- The Sunday morning sermon will be available on YouTube, Facebook, and DVD.
- No in-person small groups will meet during Phase 1.
- A weekly Bible study will be held via ZOOM.
- Continue to use online and mail-in giving. Also, provide an opportunity for folks to drop an offering in a bucket as they arrive. No passing of a plate.
Phase 2: Moderate Physical Distancing

- We will ease back into gathering inside for worship during Phase 2.
- We will use 2-3 Sunday services to allow for appropriate social distancing.
- Services will be spaced out enough to allow for one group to leave and the next group to arrive without intermingling.
- The facility will be disinfected between services. The fellowship hall may be used for a service to make this possible.
- Anyone inside the building will be required to wear a face mask. Those leading the service will wear a face mask when they are not speaking or singing. Participants should bring their own face mask. A limited number of masks will be available for those who may not have one.
- Participants will be encouraged to maintain adequate social distancing of at least 6 feet apart. This guidance does not apply to family members of the same household.
- Hand sanitizer stations will be available.
- Adults may meet for in-person small groups either in homes or in the church building at a time when the building is not being occupied for worship services.
- Continue to use online and mail-in giving. Also, provide an opportunity for folks to drop an offering in a bucket as they arrive for service. No passing of the plate.
- Doors will be opened by greeters.
- There will be no children’s activities through the end of Phase 2.

Phase 3: Limited Physical Distancing

- We will ease back into a more normal routine for gathering during Phase 3.
- This could still include multiple services to allow for social distancing.
- This may include resuming Sunday School and some limited children’s activities (i.e. nursery, children’s church).
- Hand sanitizer stations will still be available.
- Face masks may be required.
- Giving may still need to follow the plan for Phase 2.
- Special precautions will be taken for observing the Lord’s Supper.
- Specifics will be worked out as we move through the phases and get closer to this point.

Additional Considerations:

- There remains uncertainty regarding specific restrictions that will be in place from state and local governments at each phase.
- This plan is to get us thinking and planning. The plan will undoubtedly require adjustments. There may be setbacks. Patience will be a necessity.
- If we are still in Phase 1 when Fall arrives, we may have to move our outdoor service to the afternoon.
- If we are still in Phase 1 as Fall turns to Winter, we may need to explore our options for utilizing the church building to meet in smaller groups.
- In each phase, we will seek to balance our Biblical mandate to gather, submit to government authorities, and the safety of everyone as we resume gathering.
- While those most vulnerable to the virus may need to limit their interaction more than others, we will not forget them as we move through these phases.

*Church name redacted.*
Sample Church Plan B

Phased Restart Plan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Distancing</th>
<th>Current</th>
<th>Moderate (Starting May 17)*</th>
<th>Limited (Starting June 21)*</th>
<th>Normal (Starting July 26)*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vulnerable Populations**</td>
<td>Stay Home</td>
<td>Stay Home</td>
<td>Moderate Distancing Req’d</td>
<td>Discretionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Groups/Crowds</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Reduced Seating/Social Distancing (Up to 50% Occupancy)</td>
<td>No Size Limit/Use Discretion Based on Social Distancing</td>
<td>No Size Limit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Church Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worship Services</th>
<th>Online Only</th>
<th>Limited Schedule/Online</th>
<th>Regular Schedule/Online</th>
<th>Regular Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preschool/Children</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Open (Vigilant social distancing and cleaning procedures)</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Online Only</td>
<td>Some activities may return to normal</td>
<td>Normal Activity</td>
<td>Normal Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Staff</td>
<td>Office Closed</td>
<td>Normal Operation</td>
<td>Normal Operation</td>
<td>Normal Operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worship Team</td>
<td>3-5 Max</td>
<td>Reduced based on social distancing</td>
<td>Normal Activity</td>
<td>Normal Activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry Events</td>
<td>Cancelled</td>
<td>Some activities may return to normal</td>
<td>Some activities may be modified</td>
<td>As Scheduled</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on health conditions
**Vulnerable Populations (quoted from the White House Coronavirus Task Force)

- Elderly individuals
- Individuals with serious underlying health conditions, including high blood pressure, chronic lung disease, diabetes, obesity, asthma, and those whose immune systems are compromised (such as by chemotherapy or cancer and other conditions requiring such therapy)
### Phase 1 - Key Focus: Restarting worship/returning to the building

**KEY ISSUES:**
- Churches may start with a worship-only strategy
- Limited worship attendance
- Addition of more worship services
- Doors to the church are propped open
- Restrooms may remain closed
- Bulletins are not passed out
- Live broadcasts continue
- Church leaders continue to help parents disciple children in the home
- Decisions made about how to safely administer the Lord’s Supper, baptisms, and invitation
- Plan for entering and exiting the building must be developed
- Decide what you will do about weddings, the use of facilities by outside groups, etc.
- Bible study groups continue to grow in their use of Zoom or other online meeting tools

### Phase 2 - Key Focus: Welcoming groups back to campus

**KEY ISSUES:**
- Space... physical distancing may necessitate the starting of new groups so people can practice physical distancing in smaller spaces
- Additional hours/options for groups to meet
- Some older workers will not return to teach preschool and kids’ groups—new leaders will need to be recruited and trained
- Classrooms must be sanitized at greater levels than ever before
- Classroom attendance will be limited to allow physical distancing (preschool and kids’ rooms may have limits of 5 children depending on room size)
- Creation of special “online-only” groups that can be new front doors to people seeking to connect with the church; recruit new teachers who are tech-savvy and enjoy the challenge of leading a virtual group

### Phase 3 - Key Focus: Holiday and seasonal ministry

**KEY ISSUES:**
- People continue to return to worship and Bible study groups; attendance begins to rise unless flareups of COVID-19 take place
- Budget preparation and congregational approval of the next fiscal budget occurs; some ministries may have to be cut. Churches will wrestle philosophically about what continues and what ceases
- Fall Festival decision
- Christmas—will there be a need for additional services? How will you prepare families to celebrate Advent and have home worship during December?
- Ministry to struggling families and individuals may increase. Job loss, COVID-19 addictions (alcohol/pornography) may require counseling to help people cope with depression and poor decisions made during the time of physical isolation in March/April/May
- Benevolence ministry may need additional volunteers to meet needs
- Be open and transparent with the congregation about any budget shortfalls, cuts, and adjustments

### Phase 4 - Key Focus: Celebration

**KEY ISSUES:**
- Give people hope
- Look back and celebrate victories and progress in ministry, outreach, attendance, etc., from May 2020 onward
- Challenge the congregation to remain flexible and open to new ways of “doing church”
- Find God’s hand of deliverance and guidance and celebrate His leadership of the church
- Continue to help moms and dads disciple their children in the home
- Anticipate summer ministries such as VBS, camps, mission trips, etc.

*Church name redacted*
Additional Comments and Credits

This resource is provided thanks to the generous and consistent giving of SBC of Virginia churches through the Cooperative Program.

This resource is only to be considered as a conversation starter – not a definitive document. It will be an evolving resource as directives change from state and local officials and health realities change throughout Virginia.

**Additional Resources:**
- Ideas for Reopening Our Churches by Mark Dance
- 48 Questions PDF – Questions to Ask Before Reopening Your Church by Ken Braddy

**Resources compiled by the staff of the Southern Baptist Convention of Virginia with contributions from:**
- Ken Braddy, LifeWay’s director of Sunday School, manager of LifeWay Christian Resource’s Adult Ongoing Bible Studies and Adult Trainers
- Southern Baptists of Texas Convention
- Missouri Baptist Convention
- Florida Baptist Convention
- Baptist State Convention of North Carolina
- Tennessee Baptist Mission Board

**Church sample plan contributions from:**
- Adam Blosser, senior pastor of Goshen Baptist Church
- Dan Cook, senior executive pastor of Spotswood Baptist Church

Please consider sending your ministry reopening plan to notalone@sbcv.org. We would like to compile these plans to make them accessible as a resource for the churches of the SBC of Virginia. Thank you!